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 CTO’s Message:
 We at RNSIT believe in Dedication, Determination, Discipline &
Effort. Our students are groomed keeping in mind the current
needs & challenges of the Corporate work environment. Our
Syllabus, Academic inputs & Corporate Lecture series enable

building a foundation & thought process for a successful
Corporate Career. Each student goes through a rigorous

training program before we place them in front of corporate
executives for placement needs.

Director’s Message:
It is a great feeling to know that our Training and Placement

Department is coming out with a monthly placement bulletin
encompassing the activities carried out by them.  It is not an

easy task considering the activities of the placement
Department.  Let me wish the entire team a huge success in

their endeavours.

Principal’s Message:
RNSIT is committed to providing a Holistic education and

career to its students. I am confident that our institute is on the
right track to build a bright career. The pioneering batch of
students are eager to make a mark and have been working

incredibly hard through proper hand holding guidance by the
eminent team. The placement office too has been working very

hard to provide job opportunities for students. Our students
are privileged to have exposure on competitive exams, study

abroad support, higher education, foreign language classes and
corporate ready training. I wish good luck for the initiative of

the Career Development Cell bringing in a placement Bulletin.

Head CDC’s Message:
Department has passion to work with new changing market

environment is the driving force behind to make a big impact in
this endeavor, to invite best Industries to the Campus, and to
strive to see that each student gets a job in hand. Training and
Placement Cell enhances the employability of the students by

conducting specialized training in mathematical ability, aptitude
skills, analytical skills, language skills, technical skills in addition
to, online placement mock test, which are key skill sets over and
above the academic credentials. Special sponsored live projects
from reputed industries are conducted in the college to enhance

the industry exposures to the students. 
It is our vision to establish a scenario for the smooth transition

of students from academic to professional lives. We give
opportunity for right students at right time at right place.
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Mr. Vinay Karki and Mr. Arvind from M/s
Rakuten team visited RNSIT for inviting our

management to their organization for
mutual professional association and
Rakuten Product Conference - 2024

(Enterprise SaaS and AI) on 22-23 May 2024 

M/s Rakuten hosted a 2-days virtual
product conference including insights

on major topics like “Leadership
Essentials for Evolving SaaS Industry”,

“Harnessing the Potential: Enterprise AI
with a SaaS Twist for India, “Data
Science and Generative AI for E-

commerce in India” and many more. 

M/s KPIT organized a faculty connect to
update the important information for

students training who are going to be part
of June batch. They also highlighted on

next steps with onboarding, expectation
from students, test scores etc., to help

students to be industry ready.

A special Leadership webinar session
from M/s KPIT specially curated for  

3rd year, 2025 batch, students of
Circuit and CSIT branches. A

renowned speaker Mr. Keshav
Karunakar shared invaluable insights

on Genesis Training at M/s KPIT
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Training and Placement dept is migrating

into new placement portal i.e Pod.ai.

TPC team were given training on its usage,

benefits and procedures etc by Mr. Sahil

Sharma from Pod.ai

TPC team is emphasizing students to create
their resumes with Pod.ai as the placement

activities has been started for 6th Sem
students (2025 Batch). An addressing was

made in all branches instructing students to
start using Pod.ai

M/s Manya by Princeton addressed the
Students who aspire to study abroad and gave
insights on preparation for various exams like

IELTS, GATE, TOFEL etc and things students
need to consider while going abroad for higher

education. 

Students were addressed to emphasis on
registration for M/s Rakuten virtual

product conference. The topics included
“Enterprise SaaS” and “Generative AI”.
The registration was extended for the

students of 2024, 2025, 2026 and 2027 BE
and MCA branches
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